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The revolutionary way to  
transform your conservatory.
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Make your house an Anglian home
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Upgrade your conservatory with a  
cost-effective tiled roof. 
A lightweight replacement tiled roof is the quick and 
economical way to improve. Imagine a new, refreshing and 
contemporary take on your existing additional living space, 
at a fraction of the cost of a complete rebuild. 

Your build options
Our versatile Solid Panel Roof and Replica Tiles are perfect 
for upgrading existing conservatories. 

Traditional Tiles are designed for new build extensions. 

All our buildings include thermally efficient glazing and 
robust security features that are Anglian’s trademark. 

Guaranteed peace of mind
Conservatory upgrades come with some of the most 
comprehensive guarantees and accreditations.

British made improvements, installed using local expertise 
in a professional way, meeting all regulatory requirements. 

Peace of mind built in when you make your house an 
Anglian home. 

Call our experts now on 0800 028 2150 
quoting 88/SRCIF or click anglianhome.co.uk

TRANSFORMED INTERIOR



Choose from three  
versatile design options

Solid Panel Roof  
Extension

Modern Replica Tiled Roof 
Extension

Traditional Tiled Roof 
Extension



Call our experts now on  0800 028 2150
quoting 88/SRCIF or click anglianhome.co.uk

Stunning looks, smart use of space. 
Our solid roof upgrades can make the perfect upgrade  
for older conservatories with ageing polycarbonate or  
glass roofs. 

Upgrade options and benefits
The slate-effect pitched tiled roof looks stunning when 
modern glazing panels are incorporated. 

Interior space can feel like a new build.

Limitless options as we can transform your conservatory 
even if it was originally installed by someone else.  

The dangers of ‘clad-over’. 
In pursuit of a quick turn-around, many conservatory roof 
upgrades are often achieved without removing the existing 
roofing material.
The result is a roof for half the price of the branded product, 
however the original PVCu roof is probably not strong 
enough to support the new over-clad solid roof. This can 
lead to massive structural failure.
Choose Anglian for an improvement with great aesthetics 
and a sound build, installed to conform to current building 
regulations. 



SOLID PANEL ROOF  
EXTENSION



The modern look and  
feel you’ll love.
Transform your conservatory with Contemporary Solid  
Roof Panels to make a stunning impact outside and in.  
This versatile and cost-effective improvement is available in  
two stunning options. 
Choose from a complete Solid Panel Roof Construction or a 
combination of Solid Panels and Roof Glazing. 

Features and benefits

Fifteen times more thermally efficient that a 16mm polycarbonate  
or older glass roof conservatory.

Creates a more even all-year-round ambient room temperature. 

Whether you’re building a new or replacing an existing structure, choose 
this roof style to integrate with a Garden Room, Victorian, Elizabethan, 
Edwardian or Harmony design.

Roof angles are flexible: applicable whether you’re replacing a  
Garden Room with a 5° roof angle or designing a new roof with a  
30° roof angle.

Can be designed with PVCu, Aluminium or Timber wall frames. 

Roof designed with an Anthracite Grey finish as standard giving 
contemporary looks and the appearance of ‘rolled lead’.

Call our experts now on  0800 028 2150 
quoting 88/SRCIF or click anglianhome.co.uk



MODERN REPLICA TILED 
ROOF EXTENSION



Carbon 
Grey

Rich Harvest 
Brown

Deep Red  
Terra Brick

The lightweight,  
authentic-looking tiled roof.
Make a design statement that lasts. Choose your Replica 
Tiled Roof Extension as an ideal way to upgrade existing 
polycarbonate or glass roofed conservatories. Or, alternatively  
a solution for when building a brand new extension without  
the need for substantial structural support.

Features and benefits

The Contemporary Tiled Roof is 15 times more thermally efficient 
than an older polycarbonate or clear glass roof. 

The tile finish is available in a range of flexible design options  
including slate effect Carbon Grey, Rich Harvest Brown and  
Deep Red Terra Brick. 

The roof design can incorporate Anglian Roof Windows for perfect 
light levels. 

The combination of replica tiles and glass roof panels allow the right 
stylistic blend with your property.

Create an aesthetically pleasing roof line internally, which is an ideal 
location for housing down-lighters.

Create an aesthetically pleasing roof line internally, which is an ideal 
location for housing down-lighters.

Call our experts now on  0800 028 2150 
quoting 88/SRCIF or click anglianhome.co.uk



TRADITIONAL TILED 
ROOF EXTENSION



Traditional appearance,  
contemporary design. 
This solution for new builds is a superbly versatile and  
budget-conscious way to achieve an authentic Traditional 
Tiled Roof Extension. As this is a kit system build it can be 
manufactured off site; resulting in quicker install times and  
less intrusion. Traditional has never been more modern. 

Features and benefits

Available in a four impressive designs including Garden Room, 
Elizabethan, Regency or the Edwardian/Hipped Garden Room.

Designed with either full height brick walls, brick pier support posts  
or decorative aluminium columns.

You can opt to have a base-wall with window frames or full height 
glass to ground conservatory wall-frames, to tailor to your new build.

Full range of Anglian Window, Door and Conservatory products are 
available with this option.

Roof windows are available with this solution.

Kit system for comprehensive yet cost-effective installation.

Call our experts now on  0800 028 2150
quoting 88/SRCIF or click anglianhome.co.uk



Anglian Home Improvements is a trading name of Anglian Windows Limited.  
Registered office: Liberator Road Norwich NR6 6EU. Registered in England No. 2540020.

Anglian Home Improvements policy is one of continued development and in accordance 
with this, we reserve the right to amend specification of our products as their 
development dictates.

Call our experts now on 0800 028 2150 
quoting 88/SRCIF or click anglianhome.co.uk

Find out more about our full range of home improvement 
products including Windows, Doors, Conservatories, Orangeries, 
Extensions, Rooftrim & Cladding and Garage Doors

Make your house an Anglian home
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